
 

Utah’s Hogle Zoo 
Thai Reintroduction Proposal 

 
 
Where should Thai be at before he goes back with Candy and Riley (independence, feeding 
schedule, and mobility)? 
-Thai needs to reliably going to his feeding stations and drinking from the bottles with no 
assistance.  
-Climbing off of caregivers to go to the bottle.  
-Thai needs to know the exhibits well so he can get around on his own if he needs to. 
-His feeding schedule needs to be set. 
-If Candy does not take him during the intro, he is not independent enough to be in there on his 
own. We will leave him until he starts to show signs of distress. If she does not take him by the 
end of day, we will hand raise overnight and start again the next day. 

 
What is the plan if Candy is aggressive?   
It will depend on the degree of aggression.  We will not intervene if it is corrective or disciplinary. 
If it is aggressive we will address whether or not to intervene based on the severity of any injury. 
 
What is the plan if Riley is aggressive?  
We will potentially separate Riley from Candy and Thai- this will depend if the aggression is 
intentional or displaced. Riley could potentially cause more injury than Candy due to the size of 
his canines. 
 
What is the plan if Thai gets hurt? 
We will only intervene immediately if he is unconscious, bleeding severely or the aggression is 
continuous. If it is a serious injury that needs attention we will wait until we can calmly shift 
Candy into the back. 
 
If Candy does not immediately pick Thai up how long do we let him stay until we pull him out? 
Until he shows signs of distress or right before bedtime  
 
How are we going to do the intro? 
-All of the husbandry will be finished by 9:30am-10am 
-people involved- Erin, Katie, Bobbi, Emma 
-Erin and Katie will stay the first 24 hours to be able to deal with anything that may happen 
overnight. 
-We will do 24 hour (7am-7pm) shifts December 10th -16th  

-Starting the 16th, Barb will be back and potentially able to cover the overnights (we need to train 
her how to deal with any emergency) 



-Candy and Riley will not be fed before hand. Currently all of their diet is being handfed by 
keepers, this will continue through intro.  They are also being fed at the same time as Thai so that 
all involved are on the same schedule. 
-Feed Thai his bottle and let him sit at least 20 minutes before the intro 
-Thai will be put in a black tub on the floor of exhibit #4 
-All exhibits and holdings will be heavily bedded with hay to soften any fall that may occur.  
Burlap will be placed over all rocks. 
-Someone will be training Riley at the keeper door of exhibit #3.  We will attempt to train Candy 
in the catwalk and when she comes back we will open the catwalk door to exhibit #4. We may 
shut the catwalk door after Candy goes into the exhibit to give her a chance to go to Thai first.  
-We will set up 2-3 cameras in the back and in front of the 2 exhibits. -The intro will be able to be 
remotely viewed in the ACC. 
-We will have CO2, hoses, sound horns and brooms to break up any fight. 
-We will have jackpot treats for emergency recall 
-After about 1-2 hours we will start trying to call Candy to the door to give her and Thai some 
food. 
 
Who needs to be present during the intro?  
Erin, Bobbi, Katie, Emma 
 
Are the exhibits Thai friendly?  
Yes, we will do a final walkthrough right before the intro. Exhibits will be constantly monitored to 
make sure that they are safe. 
 
What will the keeper schedule be once Thai is back in with Candy and Riley?  
TBD 
-I have a schedule figured out but it will depend on what Thai’s feeding schedule is. 
 
What will the volunteer schedules be after Thai is back in with Candy and Riley?  
Volunteers are currently discontinued.  We may need to utilize them for observations once a 
routine is established and staffing goes back to normal.   
 
How long will we need to be observing the Gibbons?  
-For at least the first week a trainer will be observing 24/7. When Barb gets back on December 
16th, she will potentially take over the overnights.  
-Barb will then start day observations until her departure. 
-When all behavioral signs are positive, and Thai is being allowed proper nutrition we can 
discontinue the overnights. 
 
How long will Thai need to get bottles? 
Minimum-until he is ~1yr 
 



What will the feeding schedule be when Thai is back in with Candy and Riley? 
The goal will be 7am, 11am, 3pm, 7pm bottles and several solid feedings throughout the day. 
Currently his first feeding is 6am and last feeding is at 9pm. 
 
When will the lobby be opening?  
TBD, no earlier than Jan. 2, 2013 
 
Where will we be shifting the Gibbons?  
Between exhibit #3 and #4 
 
Will the Gibbons be able to go outside?  
Not until the exhibit has smaller mesh added to the outside. This will be very important for 
vitamin d concerns 
 
How are we going to determine is Thai is not doing well? 
Drooping head, tented skin, other behavioral signs of distress.  If Thai is crying a lot, sleeping too 
much, limp, lethargy, poor coordination, dull eyes and coat, attitude change, depressed, not 
defecating/urinating, not eating when food is offered.  
 
 
How are we going to determine if Thai is doing well? 
Bright, Alert, Responsive (BAR), coming to feedings, active, no excessive stress calls, content, 
grasping and clinging to Candy, eating, defecating, urinating, bright eyes, shiny coat 
 
What are the repercussions of putting him in too early?  
Injury, death, not accepted, must be pulled and hr excessively, just living with them but not cared 
for by them 
 
What are the repercussions of putting him in too late?  
Injury, death, not accepted as infant 
 
Is he strong enough to get away from Candy if she won’t let him go to the bottle? 
We think he can.  He gets very feisty and determined when he is hungry.  He is competent 
enough to get to a feeding station if Candy lets him. 
 
What is the plan if we can’t get food to Thai and if Candy won’t let him go to his bottle? 
Plan A:  On exhibit Bottle feeder 
Plan B:  Door bottle feeder 
Plan C:  Catwalk bottle feeder 
Plan D:  Extended bottle feeder 
Plan E:  Mush on exhibit 
Plan F:  Cooked veggies and fruit on exhibit 



 
-If he has gone 72 hours with no confirmed feeding we will have to pull and hand raise, Candy 
will be put in the squeeze, injected, Thai pulled. 
 
Nutrition- is it ok if the only food Thai can get to is solids?   
Yes- as long as he is getting rice cereal or chow mash (we can mix the biscuits and the rice cereal 
with formula) 
 
What does intervention mean if he is not getting enough food, etc.? 
-If  there is rejection by him or his parents he will be hand raised until he is old enough to be a 
cage mate. 
-If the intervention is because of non aggressive injury, poor nutrition, etc., it will be discussed 
whether to put him back in with Candy and Riley when he is recovered or to continue hand 
raising until he can be a cage mate. 
 
-Chemical immobilization of Candy-- if Candy will not go into the catwalk we may need to go into 
the exhibit and push her into the catwalk. If she has left him on the ground we will go in to the 
exhibit to get him. If we need to go into the exhibit, 1 person would go into the exhibit with a 
broom or rake in hand, second person would come in to grab Thai.  
  
Have we talked to other zoos?  
Yes-Please see details below 
 
For this reintroduction we have contacted several facilities that have had experience either hand 
raising and reintroducing gibbons or siamangs.  The following is a list of the facilities and their 
responses. 
 
Brookfield Zoo 
Nava Greenblatt 
Nava.greenblatt@czs.org 
 
We hand reared a siamang infant eons ago and attempted a reintroduction to her dad that 
ultimately failed.  We had to pull a sick white-cheeked gibbon a few years ago and he ended up 
not making it after a few weeks being hand reared.  
 
Columbus Zoo 
Cindy  
-intros were not successful 
-did not have a lot of information 
-gave us additional contacts 
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Denver Zoo 
BJ Shoeberl 
bjshoeberl@denverzoo.org 
720-337-1505 
 
-baby pulled due to lack of care 
-tactile howdy injury from dad delayed intro significantly 
-had 2 infants to hand raise 
-one was grabbed by adult when keeper got to close with infant, causing injury 
-Bowls on outside doors for female to eat from 
-separated male due to aggression 
-intros at 6 months-would have gone in earlier but had to wait due to injuries 
-mom favored the female infant 
-male infant was more of a cage mate 
-sister played with male infant 
-infants suck their thumbs 
 
Disney’s Animal Kingdom 
Beth Richards 
407-938-2978 
 
-PUT HIM IN RIGHT NOW! 
-from all that she has experienced (which is a lot), our situation is the most favorable that she has 
heard of. 
-we have an infant doing great and moving to the bottles well and 2 adults that want him back 
and have showed extreme interest since day 1 
-they had to pull theirs due to male aggression-broken leg from bite 
-If you separate male and female you have to watch that it does not cause more stress being 
separated from the mate.  It may increase the stress level and lower Candy’s maternal care.   
-infant on Growth and Repro 
-infant sucks his thumb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ft. Wayne Childrens Zoo  
Angie Selzer 
angelaselzer@frontier.com 
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1.  What were your parameters for reintroduction?  Was the baby required to come to the 
mesh for a bottle, how independent was it, etc? 

 
We tried reintro to the mom within the first couple days of pulling the baby.  No specific 
parameters.  Placed baby in bedded down pen, let mom over, she picked him up by mouth on 
the back then dropped him.  She was fairly aggressive and they were separated and one more 
attempt the next day with the same outcome made our decision of full time handrearing.  
Dad was great and very interested though, and took great care of infant, except for bringing 
him to mesh for bottle.  So hand raising commenced. 
 
2. How much face time did parents and baby have?   

 
 

We hand raised infant from age 5weeks to 6 months.  During that time he was always in view 
of his parents.  Supervised visited with dad through the mesh were frequent.  Mom had to be 
separated during these because she was very aggressive to infant and eventually she 
accidently grabbed him when a keeper got too close to her cage and the infants finger was 
bitten off.  We were not with the infant 27/7.  He was on regular feeding schedules (Which 
you can get from the spreadsheet I sent earlier.  Not sure when we slowly reduced and 
stretched out feedings) During the daytime feedings they were usually done in front of dad.  
Dad was great and would actually discipline infant when baby would bite us or dad. 
 
3.  At what age did the reintro happen? 
 
4.  How long between bottles was the infant going at the time of the reintro? Was it on a 
maintenance chow or growth and repro? 
 
 
Intro with dad happened with Tucker was 8 months, but he was only handreared for 6 
months.  Mom was being shipped off to Disney.  Tucker was at an age where he was able to 
come to mesh on his own for bottles with no problem.  Dad had no problem with this either.  
He was also on solid foods, I think he was only on our HMS High Fiber Primate Biscuits.  All of 
that data should also be in the spreadsheet as far as amounts and times of feedings and 
feedings/day.  (I'll attach it again) 
   
 
5.  Was the parent ok with the infant's independence? 
 
Dad was great with Tucker and was good about letting him be independent and disciplining 
him when needed. 
 
 



6.  Was the reintro successful (any aggression seen?) and does the infant show any aberrant 
behaviors?  
 
Not sure how "normal" he turned out.  There have been other factors recently that have sort 
of made him a bit odd.  But I really don't think they are because of being hand reared or sire 
reared.  He's currently housed alone in our hospital holding due to our Javan gibbon 
mom started mutilating her new baby because tucker being housed within sight stressed her 
out.  Our female siamang (Dad had been shipped out about 2 years ago when Tucker was 5) 
doesn't stress the gibbons and has been by herself also.  So Tucker has some issues, but 
mostly because he's gotten attached to our hospital keeper and not due to hand raising.  His 
intro with his dad went great from the first second and was great until dad was shipped out. 

  
 
 
 
Gibbon Conservation Center 
Gabriella 
skgabefz@gmail.com 
 
-7 month old male white- handed gibbon 
-mom did not have sufficient milk 
-brought outside to see mom every day for 1 hour 
-the howdy was tactile through chainlink 
-no training is done with their gibbons which extended their introductions 
-4-6 months infant was outside in enclosure during the day with stuffed animal for comfotrt 
-does suck on a binky and does not suck on his thumb 
-7 months back in with mom just during the day, still pull at night 
-mom wants him but infant wants no contact because he is too independent, pushes mom away 
-he does allow grooming from mom 
-They did switch out males when they started the intros because the real father was aggressive.  
They put with a 38 year old male that likes younsters. 
-3-4 months infant was sleeping through the night from 11pm-6am 
-started on solids at 3 months, Mazuri L/S chow 
-Mom and foster dad in with infant, people observing all of the time 
 
Little Rock Zoo 
Karen Caster 
501-661-7205 
Lemurladykc@yahoo.com 
 
-5 month old white-handed gibbon 
-mom rejected him, grandma very interested during time of hand raising 
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-when infant was coming down to door reliably at 5 months old they did intro with grandma 
-first day was confusing for both since grandma just wanted to hold him and infant just wanted 
to go play and eat.  After that day everything was better. 
-Grandma then allowed him to come to door and eat or allowed infant to shift and eat 
-5 months old his bottles were 7am-4:30pm 
-used leaf eater biscuits soaked in milk 
-infant sucks his thumb 
 
 
 
Santa Barbara Zoo 
Heather Leith 
805-252-5521 
 
-This facility is where Riley (Thai’s Dad) came from 
-Riley has a history with a younger brother being reintroduced due to mom not having an 
adequate milk supply 
-did do tactile howdy with 1” mesh 
-Riley showed the most interest in the 4.5 month old, holding him periodically but not able to 
give him all of the care the infant needed so he was pulled again until he was 1.5 years old.  
-Infant was independent by that age and did not depend on mom.  
-No one in the family  was ever aggressive but Riley’s dad was very protective, just like Riley 
-infant sucks his thumb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


